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Mercury Marine announces partnership with FELL Marine, an industry-leading developer of wireless
technology for marine applications
MIAMI (February 16, 2018) --- Mercury Marine announces an exciting new partnership with FELL Marine, a leader in marine wireless technology, to
co-develop Mercury-exclusive wireless and IOT connected products that will seamlessly integrate with Mercury's SmartCraft suite of digital
technology (gauges, sensors, monitors, and vessel systems) to make boating easier, safer, and more enjoyable than ever before.
Working prototypes of conceptual co-developed products will be demonstrated live, on the water, at the Miami International Boat Show, and a
working model can also be seen at Mercury's main booth in their glass dash display.
The catalyst that spurred the relationship is FELL Marine's WiMEA System. WiMEA is the most advanced wireless protocol secure data system on
the market, tailored for the demanding requirements of the marine environment. The proprietary WiMEA platform is built around cutting-edge lowpower wireless and IoT technology with the most advanced wireless algorithms on the market. WiMEA oﬀers the highest level of encryption security,
the most reliable wireless connection there is, and incorporates advanced support for integration with other CANBus standards such as SmartCraft
and NMEA2000.
"The cornerstone of FELL's technology is our proprietary WiMEA wireless protocol that provides an extremely reliable, secure, and robust
connection for critical data, while at the same providing for connectivity with Bluetooth enabled apps and devices so boaters can easily
communicate with their vessel," said Christian Frost, CEO of FELL Marine.
Mercury Marine Vice President of Global Category Management John Buelow said, "Boaters today expect their vessels to oﬀer the same level of
connectivity and performance that they see on their cars. The partnership with FELL will accelerate our product plans and provide us with the
wireless technology that is designed specifically for the demanding marine environment."
About FELL Marine
FELL is a leading Norwegian and US-based developer and manufacturer of wireless marine electronics. FELL Marine Inc. is a subsidiary of FELL
Group AS. FELL Group AS is incorporated in Norway, and its principal subsidiary is located in the US. FELL, FELL Marine, MOB+, xBAND, xTAG,
xHUG, xFOB, WiMEA, AutoMOB and UniqueID are trademarks of FELL AS and/or its subsidiaries. For more information, visit FELL Marine's virtual
pressroom at fellmarine.com/newsroom.
About Mercury Marine
Headquartered in Fond du Lac, Wis., Mercury Marine is the world's leading manufacturer of recreational marine propulsion engines. A $2.6 billion
division of Brunswick Corporation (NYSE: BC), Mercury provides engines, boats, services and parts for recreational, commercial and government
marine applications, empowering boaters with products that are easy to use, extremely reliable and backed by the most dedicated customer
support in the world. Mercury's industry-leading brand portfolio includes Mercury and Mariner outboard engines; Mercury MerCruiser sterndrive and
inboard packages; MotorGuide trolling motors; Mercury propellers; Mercury inflatable boats; Mercury SmartCraft electronics; Attwood marine parts;
Land 'N Sea marine parts distribution; and Mercury and Quicksilver parts and oils. More information is available at mercurymarine.com.
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